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A REVIEW CF PUKPED ENERGY STORAGE SCHEMES

by

G.N. tnsworth

A E S T R A C T

Pumped energy storage will become an attractive consideration
for utilities as their installed nuclear generating capacity increases to
the point that it exceeds the minimum power demand.

A utility will wish to operate its nuclear units at high load
factors because of their high capital costs and low fuelling costs. In
addition, the cost of nuclear units will increase if they must be designed
for load following. It is evident that alternative methods of coping with
load changes should be considered.

This report is a summary of energy storage, systems that are
available and might prove economically attractive; ̂ Lt points out the
advantages and disadvantages of each scheme and presents a comparative
cost study.

The energy storape schemes considered are:

(1) Pumped Water Storage
(2) Steam Accumulators
(3) Storage of Boiler Feedwatev (in caverns and above ground)
(4) Compressed Air in Caverns (for Gas Turbines)

The cost data for the storage systems studied are used to
determine the maximum cost for any other method of energy storage if it
is to be considered economically attractive.

The results of the cost analysis indicate that boiler feedwater
storage in caverns and pumped water storage are competitive as the most
economical scheme. Geological and environmental considerations would
likely have a major influence on the choice of one of these two systems.

All systems studied were sufficiently high in cost to suggest
there is adequate incentive for investigating and probably developing
reactors with lo*d following capabilities. At the same time, it ±s evident
that, as the cc c of fossil fuels inpreasss, it will become attractive to
build and operate energy storage schemes.

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment

Pinawa, Manitoba ROE 1L0
July, 1975
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Etude des systèmes de stockage d'énergie pompée

par

G.N. Unsworth

Résumé

Le stockage d'énergie pompée deviendra fort attrayant
pour les fournisseurs d 1électririté a mesure que leur capa-
cité nucléaire installée augmentera au point d'excéder la
demande énerqétique minimale.

Tout fournisseur d'électricité voudra faire fonctionner
ses unités nucléaires a très hauts facteurc de charge a
cause de leur cotlt élevé en investissements et de leurs fai-
bles cotlts en combustible. De plus, le coQt des unités
nucléaires augmentera si elle doivent être conçues compte
tenu des fluctuations de charge. Il est évident que d'autres
méthodes devraient être envisagées pour résoudre le problême
des fluctuations de charge.

Ce rapport passe en revue les systèmes de stockage
d'énergie actuellement disponibles qui pourraient' être inté-
ressants du point de vue économique. On y trouve les avan-
tages et les inconvénients de chaque système ainsi qu'une
étude comparative des coOts..

Les systèmes de stockage d'énergie considérés sont les
suivants:

\l\ Stockage d'eau pompée
Accumulateurs de vapeur

(3) Stockage ^ ç a u d 'a l imenta t ion de chaudière (dans
des c ^ H H è s e t au-dessus du sol )

(4) A i r compyipë dans des cavernes (pour les turb ines
)

Les données de CûQt pour les systèmes de stockage étudiés
servent ^^ëterminjer le icont maximal de n'importe quelle autre
méthode de stockage d'énergie pour qu'elle soit considérée
comme économiquement acceptable.

Les résultats des analyses de coQt indiquent que le stockage
de l'eau d'alimentation des chaudières dans les cavernes et
le stockage de l'eau pompée sont des systèmes concurrentiels
en ce sens qu'ils sont les plus économiques. Des considéra-
tions d'ordre géologique et environnemental seraient proba-
blement prises en consideration s'il fallait faire un choix
entre ces deux systèmes.

AECL-4926



Tous les systèmes étudiés étaient suffisamment coûteux
pour qu'on puisse suggérer d'étudier et peut-Stve de déve-
lopper des réacteurs pouvant fonctionner compte tenu des
fluctuations de charge. Par ailleurs, il est évident qu'a
mesure que le coût des combustibles fossiles augmentera il
sera intéressant de construire et d'exploiter des systèmes
de stockage d'énergie.

L'Energie Atomique du Canada, Limitée
Etablissement de recherches nucléaires de Whiteshell

Pinawa, Manitoba, ROE 1L0

Juillet 1975
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A REVIEW OF PUMPED ENERGY STORAGE SCHEMES

1. INTRODUCTION

Integration of nuclear power stations into electric power

systems can pose a problem when total installed nuclear capacity exceeds

minimum power demand. Once such a condition arises, it is then not

possible to continually base-load all the nuclear units unless some scheme

is incorporated to absorb the surplus energy available. There are two

major economic incentives for providing a means of absorbing this energy

and permitting base-loading of the nuclear units:

1. Nuclear units are high capital cost, low fuel cost units.

Therefore, a utility will select them for base-load duty

(higher order of merit) over any other generating unit that

has a higher incremental fuel cost in order to obtain maximum

return on investment.

If surplus, low incremental cost energy can be economically

stored and then used to replace the high incremental cost

energy from sources normally used during periods of peak

demand, then a considerable reduction in total energy cost

can be made.

2. The nuclear reactor with the lowest total unit energy cost

(TUEC) is one whose design is optimized for continuous, full

load operation and only has sufficient absorbers and/or

boosters to cope with the short-term outages expected due to

equipment faults. If nuclear units have to be designed for

load-following duty, then there is little doubt that they will

have a higher capital cost and higher incremental cost of

energy (lower terminal burnup).
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In addition, it has not been proven that the existing CANLUB

fuel can cope with the duty cycle required if a reactor were

load-following. If the existing fuel design proves in-

adequate, ther we face the prospect of:

a possibly more expensive fuel that has been

designed to cope with the duty cycle,

or

lower average burnup due to higher fuel failure

rates, and higher maintenance costs due to the

more active systems that will result from the

high fuel-failure rates.

Therefore there is a need to study various methods of energy

storage to determine if they are practical and if the cost of storing the.

energy eliminates the apparent economic incentives to store.

2. SCOPE

This report summarizes the results of an evaluation of certain

energy storage schemes that are available. It atteT^ts&tpjPpint out the

advantages and disadvantages of the storage schemes studied and to put

in perspective the relative costs of the schemes. It provides a basis

for comparison with other storage schemes being studied. It does not.how-

ever, provide enough data for an in-depth analysis of a particular utility

situation with the object of making a firm recommendation for selection

or use of energy storage schemes for that utility.

The typesof energy storage schemes covered in this report are

classified under the general heading of "pumped" storage since all deal with

storine of a working fluid. All the schemes have been studied by others
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and they are either in use at present or are considered practical for

particular applications.

They are:

(1) Pumped Water Storage

(2) Steam Accumulators

(3) Storage of Boiler Feedwater

(4) Compressed Air in Caverns (for Gas Turbines)

3. SYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS AND FACTORS INFLUENCING COSTS

3.1 PUMPED WATER STORAGE

Pumped water storage projects have become increasingly popular

with utilities throughout the world since the early 1960s. In the United

States, as of 1969, there were 14 major pumped storage projects in operation,

7 more under construction and 18 more in the planning stages'1). In Europe,

as of 1970, there were at least 28 pumped storage sites built or under

construction^^3). The capacity of these sites ranged from 10 to 2000 MW

total installed generating capacity.

The basic idea of a pumped water storage project is simply to

make use of two reservoirs at different elevations. When storing, the

water ie pumped from the lower reservoir to the upper and when generating,

the water from the upper reservoir is fed through a water wheel turbine

driving a generator and ends up in the lower reservoir again.

i , nThe type «id itta^Haent of equipment used can vary considerably

depending on the available head, and manner of operation required.
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The arrangement could be any of the following("*):

(a) turbine with separate generator plus pump

with separate motor (four machine units).

(b) turbine and pump with common motor generator

(three machine units).

(c) reversible pump-turbine (two machine units).

The four-machine unit is the most expensive but is the most

versatile arrangement. It can provide fast starting and change-over

time and is quite suitable for high head installations of 1,000 metres

or more.

The three-machine unit provides an obvipus saving over the

four-machine unit. The pump is usually uncoupled from tlte shait during

turbine operation to improve efficiency and, depending on the arrange-

ment, the turbine may either be uncoupled or operate in air (reduces

efficiency 2 to 3%) during pump operation. These units can be employed

over a wide range of heads. They can be arranged to provide the same

characteristics as the four-unit set insofar as maximumhead, starting

and change-over time, and efficiency are concerned.

c The two-unit machine can be the lowest in cost but.will

normally gave a lower overall efficiency (3 to 4%) than the other

arrangements if the machine has the same speed when operating as a turbine

as it does when pumping (since optimum speed pumping Is not optJmum speed

as a turbine). This can be avoided by having a variable speed motor/

generator, but of course the cost will go up and the change-over time will

be affected adversely* Because a pump turbine must reverse to change

from turbine to pump operation, the change-over time will be longer than

the other arrangements. The single-stage pump turbine is suitable for

heads up to 500 metres and twb^stage pump turbines are being developed
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for head? up to 800 metres.

The three and four-machine unite have typical "full-load-

turbine to full-load-pump" times (for 230 MW units under a 300-metre head)

in the range of 1 to l*s minutes, whereas the reversible machines require

6 to 7 minutes. The full-load pump to full-load turbine times are all

about 70 seconis for this size of unit but the four-machine unil would be

the fastest.

To generalize:

1. Very high head installation will require

four- or three-machine units.

2. Four-machine units should provide higher

efficiencies than other arrangements.

3. Four-machine units are the highest cost.

4. Four-machine units provide maximum versa-

tility and minimum change-over times.

The major expense in developing a pumped hydraulic storage

project is usually the cost of dams, reservoirs and waterways. In general,

for the same total capacity and power, the higher the head, the lower the

cost. High heads mean smaller ponds, smaller diameter penstocks, higher

rotating speed and consequently smaller diameter pumps,: turbines, motors

and generators. The percentages of total project cost represented by

various components have been estimated^ for projects with heads greater

than 350 feet as:

Reservoirs, dams and waterways . . . . . • 40%

Major and auxiliary equipment 33%

Administration and engineering 15%

Powerhouse . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7%

Land and rights . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3%
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There are many other factors that can affect the cost of

these installations.

(a) Size of units - Generally speaking, the larger the

size, the lower the coat/kW. Size can be dictated

by maximum size of steam unit requiring standby

service or, more probably, by manufacturing or trans-

portation limitations. Size is also a factor when

attempting to minimize starting and stopping times and

the auxiliary equipment required (large units may

require a separate starting motor)•

(b) Size of installation - Costs per W can be minimized

by maximizing the overall size of Installation.

This points to complete development of the potential

of a site initially, rather than stepped development

as the utility grows and its needs for storage

increase. Recent trends to interconnection make

it feasible for several utilities to share the

costs and benefits of developing the full potential

of a site at one time.

(c) Geological conditions - Costs are, of course,

influenced by geological conditions. The need for

steel or concrete lining of pressure tunnels, the

type of material workable for rock fill, and earth

dams, the ability to build an underground power-

house and realize economies as a result, are all

dependent on geological conditions.

(d) Environmental restrictions - Proponents of pumped

storage point out the social and recreational benefits

of such projects^6' (water supply reservoirs,

man-made lakes, guaranteed river flows, etc.).
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There have also been several cases where proposed

projects have been stopped or delayed due to

Intervention by groups concerned with the effects

on the environment e.g. The Consolidated Edison

Storm King project on the Hudson River at Cornwall

has been held up for over 12 years by environ-

mentalists^7^ •

The Champigny pumped storage system proposed by

Hydro-Quebec on the Jacques Cartier River was stopped

by the provincial government after receiving strong

pressure from local residents and some scientists

at Laval University.

There is no doubt that the cost of a pumped storage

facility can be greatly influenced by what restrict-

ions are placed due to environmental considerations.

3.2 STEAM ACCUMULATORS

The storage of energy as steam, or high-temperature hot water,

as a source of peaking steam for a turbine has been practiced on a limited

scale and apparently mainly in Europe over the last 40 to 50 years. Gilli

and Fritz describe Ruths (or Rouths) accumulators being used for loads up

to 50 MW^aJ atiid refer to a "famous" Charlottenburg plant and the fact that

"other heat storage schemes have been proposed and in some cases carried

out"i Interest in this type of energy storage seems to have been fostered

mainly in Europe by a few people notably P.V. Gilli of the Institute of

Thermal tower and Nuclear Engineering, University of Technology, Graz,

Austria and G. Bergmann and K. Fritz of Waagner-Biro, A.G. Vienna, Austria.
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Gilli and Fritz^8) indicate that the use of accumulators

integral with fossil-fired, conventional steam generators did not meet

with much success since increased capacity (at the expense of decreased

thermal efficiency) can be obtained more economically with fossil-fired

units by overdesigning the boiler or installing auxiliary boilers

discharging into the reheat line. Increased output, at reduced effic-

iency, can then be obtained from the turbine by tripping its feedwater

heater bleed, partly bypassing the high pressure part of ths turbine or

by other means of forcing the turbine. Although these measures have

proven economical, relative to steam accumulators, for fossil-fired units,

this is not the case for nuclear plants. Overdesigning the reactor

essentially reduces its load factor, which is exactly contrary to what

should be done for economical operation of high capital cost, low fuel

cost, nuclear plants. It therefore appears that a case could be made for

steam accumulators to be integrated with nuclear plants to increase the

load factor and provide peaking capacity.

The arrangement used with steam accumulators is basically

a group of vessels connected to a supply of steam or hot water. The

energy is stored in the form of hot water with a pressurizing "cap" of

steam. The discharge is taken from the top of the vessel as steam and

the stored water flashes to steam as the pressure reduces.

Various arrangements can be used employing any

or all combinations of the following features:

1. The accumulators can be charged from the turbine

inlet, from turbine bleeds or with feedwater.

2. A superheater may or may not be used.

3. A separate peaking turbine may be used or the

accumulator output can be fed back to various

stages of the main turbine. ,7 .
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Reproduced with permission (p. 48),
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Beckmann and Gilli^9), present an optimization study for a

400 MW(e), 2-hour discharge time arrangement connected to a 1200 MW(e)

nuclear unit. The following are some of the more pertinent data:

Number of main accumulators 64

Maximum pressure/temperature of main 2MPa/212°C
accumulators

Number of superheat accumulators 8

Maximum pressure/temperature of superheat 4.3MPa/254°C
accumulators

Outer diameter of main accumulator 4,75 ra

Height of main accumulator 38 m

Wall thickness of main accumulator 36 mm

Weight of each main accumulator 150 t

Outer diameter of superheat accumulator 3 m

Height of superheat accumulator 29 m

Wall thickness of sueprheat accumulator 45 mm

Weight of superheat accumulator 58 t

Particular features that must be considered in evaluating a

steam accumulator system are;

(a) A separate peaking turbine will probably be a more

acceptable choice than facilities to feed accumulated

steam to the main turbine to "force" it during peak

load requirements. The separate unit means that fewer

compromises and better efficiencies can be obtained from

both the main and peaking turbines.

(b) Additional tanks for storing condensate are required,

but the main feedwater tank can be considerably

reduced in size since feedwater for emergencies can

be drawn from the accumulators.

(c) The accumulate* vessels can be located externally to the

containment or *t^ -.,,;.;,•, ̂ .jy : -.
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(d) There do not appear to be any environmental restrict-

ions associated v/ith the use of steam accumulators.

(e) The operation of a steam accumulator system is not

necessarily simple. Charging can involve sequential

valving-in of feedwater, then bleed steam, then live

steam, and discharging could involve throttling and

constant pressure controls and sequential valving of

turbine inlet points as the steam conditions vary.

Hence the reliability of this arrangement could be

reduced due to the built-in control complexities.

(f) If superheater accumulators are used, a saving in

cost may be realized since the better steam conditions

would permit the use of a smaller turbine of lower cost.

(g) Startup times can be quite short if the main turbine is

used for overload rather than having a separate peaking

turbine. Even if a peaking turbine is used, since it would

probably be kept warm or would not have cooled off from

previous use, it is expected to have a reasonably short

startup time. If temperature is maintained by injecting

steam on a regular basis, it is suggested that the time from

startup to full load would be reduced to "a few minutes'8'".

3.3 STORAGE OF.BOILER, FEEDWATER

A scheme has been proposed by P.H. Margen^10 vhich calls for

the storage of boiler feedwater in rock caverns during off-peak periods.

The idea is to maintain constant load on the nuclear steam supply system

(NSSS) during varying electrical demands by heating and storing feedwater

during low electrical power demand periods and then "forcing" the turbine

by cutting off the feedwater bleeds and using the stored feedwater during

periods of peak demand. According to Margen, the swing in electrical out-

put that can be obtained with steady 100% outpui of the reactor is ±25%
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i.e. a normal 600 MW(e) nuclear power station could be arranged to vary

its electrical output from 450 to 750 MW(e) with no change in reactor

power.

Margen^10) claims that leakage of active water, pipe breaks

and heat losses can be coped with and an economical installation can stil]

be obtained.

Pertinent data for such an installation would be:

Maximum wa .er temperature 217°C

Minimum water temperature 73°C

Pressure in feedwater storage cavern 2 to 3 MPa

Rock cover required 50 to 60 m

Heat loss from cavern 2%

Power from NSSS 600 MW(e)

Power from feedwater accumulator 150 MW(e)

Length of time storing and discharging 7 hours each

Number of caverns 2

Volume of each storage tank 15000 m3

Tank dimensions 30 m high x 26 m
diameter

The proposal is to store the water in a thin-shelled steel vessel

in the cavern. The vessel will be insulated with dry insulation on its outer

surface and the space between the vessel and cavern walls will be pressurized

with air to maintainessentially zero differential pressure across the vessel

walls. This arrangement protects the cavern walls from the effects of thermal

cycles* It is also amenable to a system whereby a series of small vertical

holes are drilled ohe-to-two meters apart around the excavation and then

pressurized vith clean water. The pressure is maintained slightly higher

than that of the cavern so that all leakage will be into the cavern, thus

preventing outleakage of radioactive water.

Factors to be considered in evaluating this system are:

(a) This system has never been tried?; it is a proposal only.
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(b) The major advantage over a system using above-ground

pressure vessels is the apparent relatively low cost

of the cavern and storage equipment.

(c) The accumulator provides a source of energy to power

station auxiliaries during a reactor, trip or loss of

the main generator. A separate small auxiliary

turbine would be required.

(d) A conventional turbine must be modified for bleed flow

rates double those required normally.

(e) The high pressure feedwater heaters must be designed

for double the normal water flow rates and double

the heat rates to meet the requirements for charging

the accumulator.

(f) Two feedwater pumps are required;;instead of one. This

cost increase is offset somewhat by the fact that the

design pressure of the high pressure heaters (feed-

water side) would be reduced by a factor of 2 to 3 and

a drain pump eliminated.

(g) The storage efficiency of a feedwater storage scheme

(efficiency of energy conversion and reconversion) is

approximately 90%, while that of a steam accumulator

is 80%.

(h) There do not appear to be any environmental restric-

tions to stored feedwater systems.

(i) It is obvious that geological conditions would have

a major influence on the cost and practicability of

a feedwater storage system using underground caverns.

(j) Storage of feedwater in accumulators would be a

viable alternative if high excavation costs are

encountered or unsuitable geological conditions

exist. A specific energy capacity for boiler feed-

wateroff; 35 kWh/m3 can be obtained vs 20.7 kWh/m3

for the steam accumulator system suggested by Gilli

and Fritz(s).
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3-4 STORAGE OF COMPRESSED AIR IN ROCK CAVERNS (FOR GAS TURBINES)

The use of gas tuzbines as peaking units for utilities has

become quite prevalent over the last 15 years. This has been primarily

due to their relatively low capital costs and advances in the technology

that have resulted in their being built in large enough sizes to be

suitable for utilities. The recent energy crisis, increased cost of

fuel, and environmental restriction of types of fuel have tended to

reduce the demand and attractiveness of these units. However, the use

of a gas turbine, with compressed air storage, alleviates some of these

problems and presents a reasonably attractive arrangement for consideration

as a scheme for combined energy storage and peaking duty.

A normal gas turbine-generator arrangement is composed of a

turbine, generator, air compressor and combustor. Approximately 2/3 of

the output energy from the turbine is used to drive the compressor and the

resulting heat rating is around 12.65 x 106 J/kWh (12,000 Btu/kWh) {29%

thermal efficiency). If another source of energy is used to compress the

air, then the heat rating of the gas turbine-generator could drop to a

minimum of about 4.22 x 106 J/kWh (4000 Btu/kWh) or 85% thermal efficiency.

If the separate source of compressed air is obtained by compressing and

storing the air during off-peak periods by using low incremental fuel cost

power supplies (like a nuclear power plant) we then have another method

of storing energy for future peaking duty, improving load factor, and

providing peaking power at a cost that could be less than is the case if

a gas turbine unit is used without air storage.

The only method proposed for storage of compressed air is the

use of rock caverns^ O ^ 1 2 ) . It would seem that this is the only practical

way of providing sufficient capacity and a constant pressure system. The

constant pressure is maintained by a hydrostatic leg of water connected

to a reservoir or pond on the surface. The cavern depth is chosen so that

the required pressure is obtained from the hydrostatic head* The water

reservoir is connected to the bottom of the cavity so that, as air is pumped

in, water is pushed out and stored in the upper reservoir.
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There are no pumped air storage plants in service at present.

Proposals have been made to build two in Sweden (one by Sydsvenska Kraft AB

(Sydkraft) and the other by the Swedish State Power Board); however, at

this time no firm plans have been made to proceed.

An air storage plant proposed by Olssor. l^ has the following

characteristics:

Station rating 220 MW

Air flow to storage 351 kg/s

Storage pressure . . . . . 4.35 MPa

Air temperature in cavern , 15°C

Cavern depth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 435 m

Compressor power requirements 161 MW

Cavern volume required for each

hour of peak load operation . . . . . . . . . 27,400 m3

Turbine inlet temperature . . . . . . . . . . 800qC

Efficiency 71.5%

Heat rate 5.02 x 10s J/kWh

(4770 Btu/kWh)

Power ratio: off-peak kWh required/peak

kWh produced . 0.76

Factors that must be considered when evaluating the compressed

air storage scheme as an energy storage/peak load facility are:

1. Power ratio: The effectiveness of storing power

(i.e. the ratio of 'Jtu's required to produce 1

kWh from the off-peak power supply to the Btu's

required to produce 1 kWh from the peaking unit

is in the range of 0.75 to 0.80. This can be

compared to a pumped water storage system with an

effectiveness 0.65 to 0.70.

2. Size of units: Gas turbine-generator sets are not

available in unit sizes much above 100 MW(e) (as

a conventional unic). 'Kiese turbines seuM predwee

300 MW(e) in conjunction with a pumped air storage



1 compressor
2 motor/generator
3 turbine
4 combustion chamber
5 recouperator
6 after cooler

I , i . - *

Figure 4. SCHEMATIC VIM OF UNDERGROUND AIR STORAGE
POWE*\ SYSTEM
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facility. Therefore the economy of size does not

apply to the gas-turbine units if outputs greater

than 300 MW(e) are desired, since more units rather

than larger units would be required.

3. Geological conditions? The availability of nearly

impervious rock for the cavern wall appears to be

a "must" for an economical installation. Costs

viould quickly become prohibitive if much sealing of

cavern walls were required. It is .estimated'u ̂

that even in a good quality rock cavity designed

for 5 hours of peak load operation, air leakage can

result in an increase in compressor operating time

of 3.5/' over the theoretical requirements.

In addition, any extensive seepage cf water would

be unacceptable if salty or polluted water that

could contaminate the surrounding aquifer is used.

Constant leaching and drying of the cavern walls

with changes in water level could lead to deter-

ioration of some rock structures if soluble minerals

are present, it is pointed out that even concrete

linings may be attacked if sulfate is present'1).

4. Environmental considerations: The location of the

upper water reservoir may be influenced by environ-

mental considerations much the same as for pumped

water storage, but, for the same capacity, the

size of reservoir for pumped air is 1/8 to 1/10

that required for pumped water.

If seepage occurs into the rock cavern, it could

result in lowering of the aquifer to such an extent

that damage occurs to structures and services

in the surrounding area.
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Even though fuel oil consumption per kWh is drastically

reduced in a pumped air storage power plant from that

required for a conventional gas turbine-generator,

there is no doubt that restrictions will be placed on

the type of fuel used and on stack emissions. The necessity

for clean fuel will increase the operating costs over those

possible if economy is the only consideration in choosing

a fuel oil.

Noise pollution is a problem, but silencers have been

produced that cost less than 0.81 of the total capital

expenditure and reduce noise levels below those from

an equivalent steam power station.

Maintenance: The load factor and type of fuel oil can

influence the operating costs of a unit since they influ-

ence the frequency and amount of maintenance required.

Light oils (distillates) have low corrosion properties

but are relatively expensive. Heavy oils require treat-

ment to reduce corrosion properties and contain relatively

high ash and some magnesium (added to inhibit corrosion)

which result in deposits in the turbine, particularly on

the nozzle and blades. The heavy oils are lower in cost;

however maintenance costs as a result of their use are

high. The more frequent shutdowns required for cleaning and

inspection limit the continuous running time between mainten-

ance periods to approximately 1000 hours unless special

equipment to inject nozzle-cleaning compounds is installed.

A recent study^13^ showed 0 & M costs for a gas turbine

as $0.70/kW.a* fixed charges plus 3.6 mills/kWh variable.

The figures given for base-load fossil and nuclear in the

same article are $7.15/kW,a and $16.90/kW.a respectively with

no variable charges.

fOperating and maintenance

*kW,S = kW.annum, i.e. kW.yr
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Costs of excavation: The cost of mined caverns varies

widely and is difficult to estimate. Korsmeyer'1'

points out that when he tried to obtain reasonable

estimates he came up with figures varying anywhere

from SO.OA/ft3 ($l.A0/m3) to $2.00/ft3($7O.OO/m3). The

Swedes are considering figures around $ll/m3 (1974)

in their estimates for air storage ^11*

4. COST EVALUATION AND COMPARISON

4.1 GENERAL

The cost of storing and regenerating power per kilowatt hour

generated from storage has baen determined for each case. The cost of

additional capital equipment or modifications necessary to store the energy

and regenerate the power has been calculated in terms of an annual cost

for capital. This cost was then divided by the number of kWh of electrical

energy obtained from storage each year. This cost of capital (mills per

kWh) is then added to the cost of energy required to store and regenerate

each kWh. For example, if the conversion efficiency is 70% (as for pumped

water storage) then for every kWh produced from the storage system, -r-=- =

1.43 kWh of energy must be supplied. Therefore, if energy is being supplied

from a nuclear power generator at 1 mill/kWh, the cost of energy required

to obtain 1 kWh from storage would be 1.43 mills.

Operating and maintenance charges for the storage facility have

also been estimated and included.

The cost analysis was done on the basis of 1970 dollars. This

was chosen since 1970 seemed to be near the middle of the years from which

cost data were available. Also, some of the cost data were from the mid-60's

and the distortion due to any errors in escalation rates could be severe

in any attempt to express everything in 1974 dollars.
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A capital charge rate of 10% was used. A check of the

sensitivity of the comparisons to changes in charge rate indicated that,

although the absolute values change appreciably, the relative costs

remain approximately the same.

Only direct costs were considered.

4.2 PUMPED WATER STORAGE

(a) Capital Costs

Installation costs quoted in the literature (5> 7* 1S' 16> 1 7)

were expressed in 1970 dollars by applying a composite escalation factor

which averages escalation in construction, equipment and engineering^18'.

A set of "maximum" and "minimum" cost curves was then plotted (Figure 5).

(b) Fuel Costs

Only "incremental" fuel costs were considered and it was assumed

that energy would be supplied by a nuclear unit at incremental fuel costs

of 1.5 mills/kWh.

(c) Operating and Maintenance Costs

These were obtained from the literature (6' 15> 1 9) and expressed

in 1970 dollars using the same escalation factor as in (a) above.

(d) Cost Equation

CAP = capital cost in $/fcW (use maximum and minimum extremes

in figure 5 and use data for both 500 and 1500 MW capacity),
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0 & M = operating and maintenance costs in $ per year for

each kW of generating capacity. The aata from reference

19 are based on a large survey and suggest a value of

SO.7 kW.a as a reasonable average value (1970 dollars).

F.C,

L.F.

incremental cost of fuel expressed in mills per kWh

generated from storage system. Assume efficiency of

pumping/generating arrangement is 70%. Therefore if

energy is supplied to storage (3 1.5 mills per kWh it will

be supplied from storage at 1.5
0.7

=2.1 mills/kWh.

(number of full power hours per year^
that storage facility is generating

Total number of hours in year >

F.C.R. = Fixed Charge Rate on Capital (assume 10%)

TUEC =
X L .r ,

1000 + F.C. mills/kWh

Using maximum and minimum values from Figure 5, the following

TUEC values may be tabulated.

MW TUEC - mills/kWh

500(hi)

500(lo)

1000(hi)

1000(lo)

1500(hi)

1500(lo)

(

163 x 0.1 + 0.7
8765 x L.F.

/lO8 x 0.1 + 0.7
\ 8765 x L.F.

/l38 x 0.1 + 0.7
\ 8765 x L.F.

[91 x 0.1 + P.:
8765 x L.F.

2.1 =

[127 x
8765

0.1 + Q.7\
x L.F. /

85 x 0.1 + 0.1
V 8765 x L.F.

[1.53 , , ,) n

VO r7 + 2 > 1/ m
ills/kWh

(l.O5 . ? -
\L.F.

mills/W^h



Load Factor

10%

25%

50%

500

21

9

6

hi

.5

.9

.0

500

15

7

4

lo

.2

.3

.7

TUEC

1000 hi

18.6

8.7

5.4

- mills/kWh

1000 lo

13.3

6.6

4.3

1500 hi

17.4

8.2

5.2

1500

12.

6.

4.

lo

( • >

3

2

4.3 STEAM ACCUMULATORS

(a) Capital Costs

Gilli and F r i t z ^ point out that the cost of a steam

accumulator installation is made up of:

(a) Cost of turbine, generator, condenser,

additional machine hall, auxiliaries

and control room

(b) Cost of accumulators (C.).

Cf is dependent on the size of the turbine generator set

(kW) whereas C A is dependent on the discharge capacity required (kWh).

They calculate an optimized cost of $30/kW for CT and

$20/kWh for C A assuming 0.7 $/kg for steel (1970 dollars). In a later

article^20) they use $60/kW and $21/kWh (1973 dollars).

Using the data fcr a 400 MW(e) peaking unit described by

Beckman and GilliC9), the kg steel per kWh came out to 11.4 (vessels only)

Using present day steel prices of $0.85/kg we get:

Vessel Costs: - material @ $0.85/kg = $9.7/kWh

- labour equals material = $9.7/kWh
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Insulation,

piping and

valves

estimate material and labour

equal to 50% of total cost of

vessels

= 59,7/kWh
$29.1/kWh(1974 dollars)

To convert to 1970 dollars, an escalation factor was

used which reflected escalation of labour and steel

costs(ie). This gives a value for CA of S2O.8/kWh(197O

dollars).

Cost of the turbine-generator, feedwater system, condensers

and powerhouse building i s estimated to be S91.8/kW (1974 dollars) ^X1') .

Using an escalation factor based on construction, equipment and engineering

cos t s ' 1 8 ) , the value of C^ for the steam accumulator in 1970 dollars would be

$73.2/kW.

If d = number of hours/day discharge required, then total

capital cost = CT + CA = 73.2 + 20.8 x d.

Assuming a 10% capital charge rate and operation 300 days/

year then the capital costs are

73,2 x 0.1
8765 x L.F.

8765 x L.F.
300 8765 x L.F.

1000 mills/kWh

+ 6.9 mills/kWh

(b) Fuel Cost

Only "incremental" fuel costs from a nuclear plant are

considered. Energy supplied to storage at 1.5 mills/kWh with a conversion

efficiency of 0,8 (heat losses, etc.) results in a cost for energy supplied

from storage of -r~ - 1.9 mills/kWh
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(c) Operating and Maintenance Costs

Gilli and Fritz'9) assutse $3/kW per year for a steam

accumulator plant integrated with a 400 MW(e) station which is equivalent

to - — * mills/kWh (1970 dollars). Approximately 1.5 mills/kWh

has been estimated 0 B) for a CANDU nuclear station (1974 dollars). The

value of 0,34
, L.F.

mills/kWh (1970 dollars) seems to be reasonable for the

proportion to be charged to a steam storage system.

(d) Cost Equation

The cost equation for a steam accumulator storage system

beCOmea

0.84 , , Q _,_ . n . 0.34 1 1.18 , oc ... .,'
/ --• + 6.9 + 1.9 + r—=— = • • • • • + 8.8 mills/kWh
L .r . L,r. | L.r .

L.F. TUEC

% mill/kWh

10 20.6

25 13.5

20 11.2

4.4 FEEDWATER STORAGE

This system is similar to the steam accumulator in that

the cost? can be divided into two areas.

1. CA - accumulator costs which are related to

amount of energy stored ($/fcWh)k

2. CT - the cost of generating equipment and

auxiliaries which is related to rate of use

of energy (power) and is expressed in $/kW.
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Margen, as mentioned earlier, has made a cost estimate

of feedwater storage in caverns^10'. This cost study will use his figures

for size of cavern, etc., but will use the same figures for cost of steel

as were used in our estimate for steam accumulators (Section 3) to provide

a valid comparison.

(a) Capital Costs

Vessel costs (assuming 0.68 kg steel/kWh^1°)
and a steel cost of SO.85/kg (1974)!

- Material $0.58/kWh

- Labour equals material $0.58/kWh

Insulation, piping and valves

- assume equal to 50% of total vessel costs • . $0.58/kWh

Total cost of vessel and piping $1.74/kWh(1974)

- Convert to 1970 dollars using escalation

factor that reflects changes in labour

and steel costs<16) . . . . . $1.24/kWh(1970)

Excavation costs

3^ '- assume storage capacity of 35

and excavation costs of $10/m3 plus 25%

for additional rock cavity required . . . . $0.36/kWh(1970)

Total cost = CA = $1.60/kWh

If excavation costs were $2.00/ft3 ($70/m3) which is the

maximum suggested by Korsmeyer^1', the total costs would be $1.24 + 7 x 0.36

$3.76/kWh.

If the vessel were not installed in a cavern but built

similarly to those used for steam storage then the following cost analysis

would apply.
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kWh/m3 for feedwater storage . . . .

kWh/m3 for steam accumulators . . .

C^ for feedwater storage above ground

steam accumulators = $12.3/kWh.

$ 3 5
(io)

$20.
20.7
35

x CA for

The additional costs of the turbine and auxiliaries will

not be as expensive as for the steam accumulator. This is due to the fact

that it is expected to obtain the extra capacity by increasing the MLTD*

rather than the surface area. If increased heat exchange area is required,

any additional costs will be compensated for by lower than normal pressure

requirements for the high pressure heaters. Therefore, using estimates

for the turbine generator(JB), but not including the cost of the feedwater

train, we get a value of $56/kW for CT (1970 dollars).

Therefore, total capital costs are

For excavation costs = $10/m3

(•" *
8765 x L.F. 300/

For excavation costs = $70/m3

.1 x 1000

For storage above ground

0.64
L.F.

0.64
L.F.

0.64
L.F.

r 0

1- 1

1- 4

.53

.25

.1

mills/kWh

mills/kWh

mills/kWh

(b) Fuel Costs

Margen assumes 90% efficiency for an underground cavern.

If storage is above ground, use 80% (same as steam accumulator). Using

energy supplied at 1.5 mills/kWh then energy supplied from storage =

TT̂ T- = 1.67 mills/kWh if an underground cavern is used and ~r = 1.9 mills/kWh

if above ground storage is used.

* MLTD = mean log temperature difference



(c) Operating and Maintenance Costs

(~-~ mills/kWh).
1J.r .

Use the same figure as for the steam accumulator,

(d) Cost Equation

The cost equation for a feedwater storage plant becomes:

0.53 1.67

For. excavation at $10/m3

For excavation at $70/m3

For storage above ground

Excavation @ $10/m3

L,F .

0.98
L.F.

0.98
L.F.

0.98
L.F.

H 2

h 2

(- 5

.2

.9

.8

mills/kWh

mills/kWh

mills/kWh

Above Ground Storage

.F.

%

10

25

50

TUEC

mill/kWh

12.0

6.1

4.3

L.F.

%

10

25

50

TUEC

mill/kWh

15.6

9.7

7.9

4.5 COMPRESSED AIR IN CAVERNS

The capital costs involved with this scheme can also be

divided into power dependent and energy dependent segments. The operating

costs are made up of both cost of energy to drive the compressor and the

cost of energy to operate the gas turbine.
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(a) Capital Costs

With the proposed scheme, all the output from the gas

turbine is used to drive the electrical generator. Therefore, for a

given size of turbine, the generator will be 3 times the conventional size

and the capital cost will be made up of (in terms of output kW) a conven-

tional turbine generator compressor combination rated at 1/3 the kWout plus

extra generating capacity equal to 2/3 the kWQUt plus electric motor

capacity equal to 2/3 the kWout to drive the compressor.

The cost of a conventional plant is about $105/kWout^
135.

The cost of generators equal ^$20/kWout and motors ^$30/kWout. Therefore

the $/kWQUt for the unit required will be

$/kwconv x 3 / 3 kw°"t + $/fcW8en x 2/3 kWoot 4- $kWmotor x 2/3 kW0Ut

KWOUt

= 1/3 x 105 + 2/3 x 20 + 2/3 x 30 = $68.3/kW (1974 dollars),

Using an escalation factor for turbine generators'18^, we

get a value of $54.8/kW.

The cavern costs will be assumed to range from $10 to

$70/m3 (1970 dollars, same as for feedwater storage). According to Korsmeyer(*),

the number of cubic metres of cavern space required per kWh of storage is

0.125 m3/kWh stored.

Therefore excavation costs are $1.25/kWh stored and $8.75/

kWh stored for $10 and $70/m3 excavation costs respectively.

Total capital costs will be

$54.8 + 1.25 x (no. of hours operation/day)$/fcW

or $54.8 + 8.75 x (no. of hours operation/day)$/fcW.



In mills/kWh

54.8 x 0.1 1.25 x 8765 x L.F. Q.l
8765 x L.F. 300 ' X 8765 x L.F. 1 0 0°

or

0.63
L.F.

0.42

0.63
L.F. 2.92

if excavation coses = $10/m:

if excavation costs = $7O/m3

(b) Fuel Costs

It requires approximately 0.8 kWh of electrical energy

to dr^ve the compressor and obtain sufficient air to produce 1 kWh of

energy from the turbine generator. Therefore, assuming a nuclear power

supply, electrical power costs are 0.8 x 1.5 = 1.2 mills/kWh generated.

Although this cost comparison has been using 1970 prices,

there seems little point in not using oil costs reflecting current conditions.

Thereforl;, assume oil costs of S2.11/109J ($2.OO/1O6 Btu).

Using this number we get a cost of fuel oil (assuming 4.22 x 106 J/kWh or

40U0 Btu/kWh) of ̂ —pT x 2'00 x 1 0 0° = 8-° mills Per kwh

Total fuel costs = 8.0 + 1.2 = 9.2 mills/kWh

(c) Operating and MaintenanceJCosts

Shortt(l3) suggests $0.7/kW.a - fixed ) , „ . . , .

1974 dollars
plus 3.6 mills/kWh - variable)

Using an escalation index for labour costs^18), this converts

to $Qe4/kW«a + 1=9 mills/kWh (1970)
J , or

-ft y

'' " r ^ + 1»9 mills/kWh (1970)
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Gilli and Fritz(8^ suggest $6/kV.a (3970)

0.75
L.F.

mills/kUh

11^ says 0.4b mills/kWh.

Since Shortt^13' reflects an actual utilities experience,

his data are preferred.

(d) Cost Equation

For $10/ns3 excavation costs

$&• + 0.42 + 9.2 +

For $7O/m3 excavation costs

2.92 9.2

+ 1

+ 1

.9 -

.9 =

0
L

0
L
.68 _,
.F.

- il

\- 14

.5

.0

mills/kWh

mills/kWh

Load Factor

%

10

25

50

Exc (?

18

14

12

TOEC
mills/kWh

S10/m3 Exc

.3

.2

.9

@

20

16

15

$7O/m3

.8

.7

.4

5 . DISCUSSION OF COST ANALYSIS

5.1 GENERAL

There are several points that must be emphasized regarding

the data summarized in Figure 6 and Table 1.

(a) The information is useful in comparing the costs of

various methods of energy storage. In addition to the storage systems studied

in this report, other storage schemes may be compared to these to obtain an



TABLE 1

COST EQUATIONS SUMMARY (1970 dollars) (see Figure 6)

»1' d = number of hours/day storage required.

(2) Assume 10% fixed charge rate.

^3' Assume power supplied from nuclear plant @ 1.5 milla/kWh.

:. Pumped Water Storage:

500 hi
: 500 lo

1000 hi
1000 lo
1500 hi
1500 lo

Steam Storage:

Feedwater Storage:

$10/m3 excavation costs

$7O/m3 excavation costs

No cavern

Compressed Air/Gas Turbine:

$10/m3 excavation costs

$7O/m3 excavation costs

73.2

56 +

56 +

56 +

54.8

54.8

Capital
$/kW

163
108
138
91
127
85

+ 2O.8d(')

1.60d(1>

3.76d<«>

12.3dO>

+ 1.25d<0

+ 8.75d<l>

Fuel<3>
mUls/kWh

2.1
2.1
2.1
2.1
2.1
2.1

1.9

1.67

1.67

1.9

9.2

9.2

0 & M
milla/kWh

0.08/L.F.
0.08/L.F.
0.08/L.F.
0.08/L.F.
0.08/L.F.
0.08/L.F.

0.34/L.F.

0.34/L.F.

0.34/L.F.

0.34/L.F.

0.05/L.F. + 1.9

0.05/L.F. +1.9

1
1
1
1
1
1

1

0

0

0

0

0

Total (2)

mills/kWh

.94/L.F. +

.31/L.F. +

.65/L.F. +

.12/L.F. +

.53/L.F. +

.05/L.F. +

,18/L.F. +

.98/L.F. +

.98/L.F. +

.98/L.F. +

68/L.F. +

68/L.F. +

2.1
2.1
2.1
2.1
2 .1
2.1

8.8

2.2

2.9

5.8

11.5

14.0



TUEC-mil ls /kWh GENERATED FROM STORAGE

w ru
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indication as to whether they have any potential as a more economical

system.

2. The absolute values of TUEC for the various schemes should

be used with discretion. These data were obtained from references in the

literature, internal studies, and by making certain assumptions, not from

detailed cost analysis. An attempt was made to be consistent, in the

assumptions and data used for all systems, but it is quite possible that

a refined cost analysis would provide different results without changing

the relative positions of the curves.

In other words, it is safe to conclude that feedwater storage

underground is competitive in cost with the most economical pumped water

storage systems. It would be inaccurate to state that power from a feed-

water storage system can be obtained at a cost of 6 mills/kWh, at a 30%

load factor. The addition of indirect costs and escalation, etc., would

result in major changes in the absolute value of these numbers.

The effect of adding indirect costs is difficult to predict

without making a detailed estimate. Schemes requiring the same amount of

technical input and time for construction would probably have similar

ratios of direct'indirect costs. On the other hand, comparison of costs

between a large-scale pumped water storage system and a relatively small

compressed air storage/gas turbine system would probably change consider-

abley when items like interest during construction and design costs are

included.

Indirect costs apply to the capital portion of costs. There-

fore the cost of systems with high ratios of capital/operating costs will

be altered more by the inclusion of indirects than the costs of systems

with low capital/operating cost ratios.

3. This report does compare costs and point out some of the

practical considerations in the choice of a storage system. It does not

provide enough information to point to the system that should be selected
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by a utility since it does not include considerations like typical load

curves, load grc -.h patterns, and types of generating facilities available

in a particular system.

5.2 COST SENSITIVITY

(a) Load Factor

The sensitivity to load factor is an obvious trend. It is

interesting to note, however, that if the load factor is less than ̂ 2ls%

(0.6 hours/day) the most expensive compressed air/gas turbine combination

is more economical than any other system studied.

(b) Maximum Power

Assuming that the minimum power output from any of the systems

is M.00 MW, then the only scheme that has a definite sensitivity to power

is the pumped water storage system. As discussed earlier this is because

larger units have a lower cost/kW, and also high-powered systems normally

are related to high head systems which tend to have lower cost/kW. In Figure

5, the maximum and minimum expected costs for pumped water storage facilities

are plotted against installed capacity.

The curves in Figure 6 indicate the change in TUEC between a

500 MW maximum cost installation and a 1500 MW minimum cost installation.

It is evident from FiguresS and 6 that it is unlikely that a

utility would consider a pumped water storage unit having an installed

power capability less than ̂ 200 MW(e).

(c) Excavation Costs

Excavation costs varying between §10 and $70/m3 have been

considered. Variations in excavation cost have a tnoreprofoutid effect on

the compressed air storage system than the feedwater storage system since
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the storage capacity is 35 kWh/m3 for the latter vs 8 kWh/m3 for compressed

air and therefore per unit storage costs are 2arger for the compressed air

system.

It is worth noting that an increase of S10/m3 in excavation

costs will make only a 0.1 mill change in the TUEC for a feedwater storage

svstem.

(d) Interest Rates

Fixed charge rate will naturally have a greater effect on the

TUEC of systems having a large capital component like pumped water systems

(maximum of $163/kW - see Table 1) vs those with a small capital component

like compressed air ($54.8 + $1.25 x d) and the erfect will be more profound

at low load factors. It is obvious that as load factors drop and/or fixed

charge rates increase, the systems with high capital components will become

less attractive.

5.3 COMPARISON WITH A LOAD FOLLOWING NUCLEAR POWER SUPPLY

If nuclear reactors can satisfactorily handle load-following

duties then this raises the question whether it is more economical to

build a nuclear power supply with additional peaking capacity or install

energy storage systems to handle the peak.

The cost equation for peaking power from a nuclear power system

can then be derived as follows.

(a) Capital Costs

Assuming tuat the additional capital costs incurred in providing

load--i;ollowing capability for the reactor do not significantly change the

capital costs, the total direct costs for a 640 MW(e) station would be

$146,568,000(21>.
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Capital costs - ̂ o ^ f f 0 - $23O/kW (1974 dollars)

Using the composite escalation factor which averages escalation

on construction equipment and engineering^1B) we get a value of S171/kW(e)

(1970 dollars).

(b) 0 & M

Using 1.5 mills/kW(e) (1974) and an escalation index for electrical

u t i l i ty labour rates f 1 8) gives an O U cost of 1.1 mills/kW(e) (1970).

(c) Fuel Costs

Assume 1.5 tnills/kW(e), as for energy storage schemes.

(d) Cost Equation

171 « 0.1 x 1000
8765 x L.F. +

1795
L.F.

+ 2.6

Load Factor TUEC
% mill/kWh

10 22.1

25 10.4

50 6.5

Figure 7 compares the cost of supplying peaking nuclear power

vs using peaking power from stored energy systems. It is evident that

providing peaking power from the more economical storage systems (feed-

water in caverns, low cost pumped water storage) is cheaper than using

nuclear peaking power. Also at load factors less than 12% (y3 hours per

day) even the most expensive storage scheme is more economical than using

nuclear peaking power. As a matter of fact, if the cost of oil rose to

$3.00/109 J (S3.00/106 Btu), compressed air storage would still be economical

at load factors less than ̂ 9% (2 hours per day),



TUEC - mill»/kWh PEAKING POWER GENERATED
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5.4 LOAD CURVES AND LOAD GROWTH PATTERNS

If one of the prime reasons for developing an energy storage

facility is to eliminate the necessity for a nuclear unit to load-follow,

then the choice of storage facility could be affected by expected load

curves and load growth patterns.

Figure 8 represents a typical load duration curve that might

be encountered by the nuclear units in a large utility having a system

load duration curve similar to that in Figure 10.

Figure 9 represents a summary of the percentage of time (days

per year) that the nuclear units might be required to cycle below various

load values as the size of the total system and its proportion of nuclear

generation equipment increases.

Reviewing Figures 8, 9, and 10, one can draw some general

conclusions regarding the suitability of the various energy storage systems

to a utility having these load characteristics.

1. If no load cycling of the nuclear units is permitted, i.e.,

all surplus energy must be stored, then the maximum power when storing

will be much larger than the average power required. This means that the

pump (if hydraulic storage), compressor (if air storage), feedwater heater

(if feedwater storage), and size of steam bleed lines (if steam storage),

will be larger than required if the load curve were a square wave. This

means a lower load factor for the storing equipment and higher capital costs.

2. Feedwater storage is only good for load cycles of ̂ 25% of

the steam turbine full load rating without encountering increased capital

costs and lower efficiencies. Therefore feedwater storage units may not

be an attractive storage system after 1990 when cycles to less than 75%

will be encountered.
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3. It is apparent that the amount of energy to be stored

each day will not be constant and will vary on a daily, weekly, and

seasonal basis as well as from year to year as the generation facilities

and load grow. If load cycling is to be eliminated, then there will

be a necessity for reserve storage in ordar to cover these variations.

Such a requirement would affect total costs and could influence the choice

of the type of storage facility.

4. Both feeduater storage and steam accumulators are integral

parts of a generating facility. Therefore if the generating facility is

not in service, neither is the storage facility. Pumped water and compres-

sed air storage can store energy from any generator and their availability

is not affected by the availability of a particular generator. A refined

analysis to determine the most economical storage system would necessarily

Include the availability factor.

6. CONCLUSIONS

1. The maximum TUEC (for the storage schemes studied) at various

load factors is plotted in Figure 11. If other storage schemes are proposed,

then (considering direct costs only) they must have a TUEC vs L.F. character-

istic lower than that of Figure 11 in order to be competitive.

2. Boiler feedwater storage in caverns, followed closely by

pumped water storage, are the most economical of the 4 systecs considered

at load factors greater than ̂ 4 % (1 hour per day).

3. Boiler feedwater storage in pressure vessels (above ground)

could be competitive with pumped water storage at load factors less than 25%.

- 4. Storage of steam in accumulators is not economical compared

to pumped water storage (except high cost pumped water storage at L.F.s
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less then 12%) or feedwater storage at any load factor. Even if environ-

mental restrictions or geological difficulties prevent the construction

of caverns or reservoirs, it is more economical to store feedwater in pressure

vessels above ground than use steam accumulators.

5. Compressed air storage, combined with a gas turbine, is

only economical at low load factors (<1 hour per day) which is essentially

peaking duty.

6. If it is possible to develop load-following nuclear power

systems without a significant increase in capital costs, then installation

of nuclear peaking power capacity would be competitive with some of the

higher cost storage schemes, at load factors greater than 15%.

7. Projected load growth patterns and load curves can have an

effect on the choice of a storage system for a utility. It is possible

that the most economic choice, as revealed in this study, would not meet

the particular requirements of a utility.

8. The cost of storing power is sufficiently high that there

appears to be adequate incentive for investigating and probably developing

reactors with load-following capabilities. It may be difficult to justify

a storage system simply on the basis that it is required to eliminate the

necessity for a nuclear unit to load follow.

On the other hand, it is evident that, as fossil fuel costs

increase, ii. will become attractive to build and operate storage systems

rather than operate existing fossil fuelled plants.
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